Core value of the institution
The brief description of the core value of the institution is stated as follows:
1.Since its inception, the college has been able to produce generations of people
with clarity of vision and moral purposiveness. These educated people have
been engaged in different fields of activity around the country fostering national
conducive unity and harmony. Because of their enormous contribution to
national development, the institution is proud to havethese exceptional minds
germinated right in its own backyard.
2.Almost all the departments of the college have computers and computer
related teaching equipment.The college has been providing the right
environment for the teachers to get them inspired to be absolutely dedicated and
extremely sincere in their approach to the enlightenment of
the students.The
teachersuse printed hand-outs, whenever necessary, to maximize the
involvement of the students in the teaching-learning process.
3. The college has provided the departments with Smart boards and projectors
as well. These projectors are used both in the actual classroom for creating
interest in the topic and in the seminar hall for power point presentation.
4. The teachers of the college are highly motivated to get the students learn the
necessity of respecting the elders and maintaining a balance in social behaviour
between healthy plus radically liberal visions of life and the old but worthwhile
traditional values.
5. The college maintains a healthy relationship between teachers and students.
The college believes that without a proper medium of interaction no
communication is possible. The most important medium of interaction is in
reality the ease and comfort that the students feel when they are in touch with
the teachers. Unless the confidence level of the students is built up to the point
ofease of conversation with the teachers, the entire process of teaching-learning
will only be half-hearted. So, the teachers of the college often invite the students
for tutorial classes where they can discuss not only academic issues but also
personal problems that need immediate solution.The lady teachers arrange
informal meetings with them to share their views on certain topics.

6.Over the course of the last six decades, the college has been providing a
friendly atmosphere to all the students as well all the alumni. As a result even
after they leave the college most of the students remain emotionally and
academically attached to the teachers of their choice. This healthy and
meaningful bond with the teachers have been instrumental in the achievements
that the students manage to accumulate in the later part of their lives.

